Life at The Top –
Chapter 1618

Jasper narrowed his eyes slightly and saw that the foreign exchange rate price had jumped to 126.6 at this
time. He was doing countless deductions and calculations in his heart as countless possibilities flickered and
collided in his mind. Finally, he came up with a few strategies that could be implemented.

Time would not wait for anyone, and there was not much time left for Jasper to consider and weigh out the
pros and cons of each decision. Therefore, he directly issued the order.

“Issue an investor memorandum of understanding in the name of JW Foundation. Draft it immediately.”

Jake quivered and hurriedly summoned someone. A senior secretary immediately ran over and waited
respectfully for Jasper to speak.

“Given Sunrise Land’s national conditions, excessively loose monetary policy, and high total social debt, JW
Foundation believes that Sun Dollars can no longer support the current exchange rate point. JW Foundation
officially announces a short on Sun Dollars.”

“During this short, JW Foundation welcomes the follow up of funds from all walks of life from around the
world. JW Foundation will lead with the investment of 100 billion US Dollars. Under the premise of reason,
legality, and compliance, we will strive for the greatest profit space for investors.”

The moment Jasper finished speaking, the senior secretary had already drafted the text. After quickly flipping
through it, Jasper signed it and said, “Go and publish it.”

As soon as the senior secretary made the announcement, Jasper turned his head and said to Jake, “Do you
know who the most dazzling and successful people in the capital circle are?”

Jake said sincerely, “They have experienced countless battles and may have failed, yet most of their lives have
been a complete victory. In addition, they must have participated in more than one major international
financial event and may have even been one of the leaders in it.”

“What you are telling me is from the textbook. What I want to tell you is that these people are often the most
successful and the most despicable beings out there. Heaven destroys those who don‘t look out for themselves.
They are the ones who manage to interpret this vividly.”

Jasper pointed to his nose and said, “Today, I will be a person who would rather wrong the world than let
anyone wrong me.”

After the announcement by JW Foundation was released, the already complicated and chaotic financial
situation became even more unpredictable.

It was unknown how many people initially saw this memo, but it spread quickly. Ordinary people did not even
know that a nuclear bomb level weapon had exploded in the global financial community.

“This is the first official external business activity since the establishment of JW Foundation, and it is directed
at the sharp decline of Sun Dollars.

“All of us thought that JW Foundation was a weapon that Jasper prepared to fight Wall Street with Somerland
capital, but we didn’t expect that it would hit Sun Dollars.

“JW Foundation is a benchmark hedge fund targeting the modernization and globalization of Somerland
capital, which means that Somerland Capital has enough power to enter the international arena. Even so, it
chose Sun Dollars in its first battle. Is that really a good choice?”

Various financial media responded to the news, including the special commentary of a political commentator
and the news host, who were heatedly discussing the matter.

JW Foundation was just a newly established venture capital fund, and it had no past glorious achievements. In
terms of volume, it could only be regarded as a midstream fund even in Wall Street, let alone on a global
scale.

According to common sense, the financial media would not pay much attention to such a foundation.

However, Jasper was its boss, and Jasper was the man who could beat the Dow jones Index down by himself.
While the financial media was still discussing the impact of the release of this memo, global capital responded
instantly. More bloodthirsty sharks were attracted by this memo, and they began biting at the already shaky
Sun Dollars foreign exchange.

